Blodgett Middle School
Mini lesson Dialogue  
Teacher work Sample 

Rationale
	Through a student centered mini lesson, students will discover and evaluate the importance of using dialogue in their creative writing pieces. While some may think that dialogue is perhaps not as important as other aspects of writing, research has shown that learning how to use dialogue and then how to use it effectively can enhance students’ abilities to develop characters in creative writing, expand word choice and vocabulary, and increase student use of descriptive words. Further, teaching dialogue has also shown to enhance students’ cooperative and independent writing skills (National Writing Project). 


Objectives
	Students will demonstrate the ability to revise a short creative writing piece

Students will be able to correctly incorporate dialogue into their writing through the use of quotation marks and appropriate punctuation. 
Students will identify dialogue and be able to explain its importance. 
Students will review a hand-out on words to replace ‘said’ and use at least two  of these words in their short writing piece. 

Standards
	Students will read, write, listen and speak for literary response and expression through 
	Recognizing literary elements and techniques, such as dialogue, and how these influence the work (2.R.3). 

Writing original literary texts using elements such as dialogue (2.W.1).
	Students will read, write, listen and speak for critical analysis and evaluation through
	Analyzing and evaluating fiction, including the development of characters (3.R.6). 
Determining points of view (3.L.2). 
	Students will read, write, listen and speak for information and understanding through
	Using quotations in order to communicate information most effectively (1.W.9)
	Students will read, write, listen and speak for social interaction through 
	Participating as a listener in conversation with peers and instructors (4.L.1). 

Materials
	Hand-outs provided by instructor
	Mini lesson worksheet

Words to use in place of “said”
	Overhead projector/chalkboard 

Instructional procedures
	Students and I will work collaboratively to complete the mini-lesson. Since all of the classes have small numbers, we will complete this work as a whole group, with the exception of some tasks on the mini-lesson that I want the students to work on independently. 


Assessment
	Attentiveness to mini lesson, completion of hand-out

Did students effectively incorporate dialogue into their writing pieces?

Extension Activities
	Students will revise their creative writing piece and incorporate dialogue into it. 





Say What?! Mini Lesson for Creative Writing
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What does the word dialogue mean?





Why do writers use dialogue in their stories? In other words, what does dialogue add to a story or article? 






Part 1: Recognizing dialogue from “So I Ain’t No Good Girl.” What is different about column 1 versus column 2? Circle the differences that you notice. 

Column 1						  Column 2
	What you looking at? I ask the girl in the green plaid skirt. 

“What you looking at?” I ask the girl in the green plaid skirt. 
	Ouch!  You trying to split my ear?

“Ouch! You trying to spilt my ear?”
	Sorry, I say.

“Sorry,” I say. 

	How do you know when someone is literally talking, like characters in a story? Or people in a newspaper or magazine are being directly quoted?




	How can you show that characters are talking in your stories?





What are the punctuation rules that you notice? 
	If someone is asking a question, where do question marks belong—inside or outside of quotation marks?
	The first word inside a full quotation is always ______________________. 
	Commas
	“Of Course I can help you with your homework,” she said. 
 Then he replied, “Thank you so much.” 


Part 2: Application with full support

Find two more quotes of when characters are talking in “So I Aint No Good Girl” and write them down. 







Part 3: Look at the following examples. Use the quotations marks when you think someone is talking. 

Miss Znackzo and Ms. McKenney said, You all better do your homework tonight! 

	At the 8th grade meeting Ms. Evans said, You are all 8th graders and you need to go to class on time everyday. 


	And now for your wellness wakeup call! says the lady on the morning announcements everyday. 



Part 4: Looking at Structures: Look at the following example. It needs some corrections. Look for punctuation, where the punctuation is, capitalization, etc.

the narrator in the first short story said to raheem “you my man! what you doing look at her for” ? Then they kind of got into a fight. Later raheem stole some money from his girlfriends purse and said what’s yours is mine, aint it. 

Part 5 Homework:

If you don’t have dialogue in the short writing piece that you did, put something in—even if it is just one or two quotations, so that I can see that you understand how to use quotes to show that characters are talking. Remember, you don’t have to make every single sentence a conversation, unless you want to. 

